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Abstract
Node representation learning for directed graphs is
critically important to facilitate many graph mining
tasks. To capture the directed edges between nodes,
existing methods mostly learn two embedding vec-
tors for each node, source vector and target vector.
However, these methods learn the source and target
vectors separately. For the node with very low in-
degree or outdegree, the corresponding target vec-
tor or source vector cannot be effectively learned.
In this paper, we propose a novel Directed Graph
embedding framework based on Generative Adver-
sarial Network, called DGGAN. The main idea is to
use adversarial mechanisms to deploy a discrimina-
tor and two generators that jointly learn each node’s
source and target vectors. For a given node, the two
generators are trained to generate its fake target and
source neighbor nodes from the same underlying
distribution, and the discriminator aims to distin-
guish whether a neighbor node is real or fake. The
two generators are formulated into a unified frame-
work and could mutually reinforce each other to
learn more robust source and target vectors. Exten-
sive experiments show that DGGAN consistently
and significantly outperforms existing state-of-the-
art methods across multiple graph mining tasks on
directed graphs.
1 Introduction
Graph embedding aims to learn a low-dimensional vector rep-
resentation of each node in a graph, and has gained increasing
research attention recently due to its wide and practical ap-
plications, such as link prediction [Liben-Nowell and Klein-
berg, 2007], graph reconstruction [Tsitsulin et al., 2018],
node recommendation [Ying et al., 2018], and node classi-
fication [Bhagat et al., 2011].
Most existing methods, such as DeepWalk [Perozzi et al.,
2014], node2vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016], LINE [Tang
et al., 2015b], and GraphGAN [Wang et al., 2018], are de-
signed to handle undirected graphs, but ignore the directions
of the edges. While the directionality often contains impor-
tant asymmetric semantic information in directed graphs such
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Figure 1: The left figure is a toy example of directed graph. Consid-
ering the edge fromA toB,B is the target neighborhood ofA andA
is the source neighborhood of B. The right two figures are statistics
from the social network of Twitter [Cha et al., 2010] and the citation
network of CiteSeer [Bollacker et al., 1998], respectively.
as social networks, citation networks and webpage networks.
To preserve the directionality of the edges, some recent works
try to use two node embedding spaces to represent the source
role and the target role of the nodes, one corresponding to the
outgoing direction and one for the incoming direction.
We argue that there are two major limitations for exist-
ing directed graph embedding methods: (1) Methods like
HOPE [Ou et al., 2016] rely on strict proximity measures
like Katz [Katz, 1953] and low rank assumption of the graph.
Thus, they are difficult to be generalized to different types of
graphs [Khosla et al., 2018]. Moreover, HOPE is not scalable
to large graphs as it requires the entire graph matrix as input
and then adopts matrix factorization [Tsitsulin et al., 2018].
(2) Existing shallow methods focus on preserving the struc-
ture proximities but ignore the underlying distribution of the
nodes. Methods like APP [Zhou et al., 2017] adopt directed
random walk sampling technique which follows the outgoing
direction to sample node pairs. These methods utilize neg-
ative sampling technique to randomly select existing nodes
from the graph as negative samples. However, for nodes with
only outgoing edges or only incoming edges, the target or
source vectors cannot be effectively trained. Figure 1 presents
a toy example. Although both of the nodes A and C have no
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incoming edges, it is more likely to exist a edge from C to
A than the other way round. However, the proximities of the
node pairs (A,C) and (C,A) predicted by APP are both zero,
since the two node pairs are regarded as negative samples.
The several proximity measurements introduced by HOPE
like Katz [Katz, 1953] all predict both proximities to be zero,
as well. As shown in Figure 1, the nodes with 0 indegree or
0 outdegree (e.g., A and B) account for a large proportion of
the graph. The directed graph embedding methods mentioned
above treat the source and target role of each node separately,
which causes these methods not robust. However, a node’s
source role and target role are two types of properties of the
node and are likely to be implicitly related. For instance, on
social network like Twitter, fans who follow a star may be
followed by other fans with common interests.
In this paper, we propose DGGAN, a novel Directed Graph
embedding framework based on Generative Adversarial Net-
work (GAN) [Goodfellow et al., 2014]. Specifically, we train
one discriminator and two generators which jointly generate
the target and source neighborhoods for each node from the
same underlying continuous distribution. Compared with ex-
isting methods, DGGAN generates fake nodes directly from a
continuous distribution and is not sensitive to different graph
structures. Furthermore, the two generators are formulated
into a unified framework and could naturally benefit from
each other for better generations. Under such framework,
DGGAN could learn an effective target vector for the node A
in Figure 1, and will predict a high proximity for the node pair
(C,A). The discriminator is trained to distinguish whether
the generated neighborhood is real or fake. Competition be-
tween the generators and discriminator drives both of them
to improve their capability until the generators are indistin-
guishable from the true connectivity distribution.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, DGGAN is the first deep
(GAN-based) method for directed graph embedding that
could jointly learn the source vector and target vector for
each node.
• The two generators deployed in DGGAN are also able to
generate effective negative samples for nodes with low
or zero out- or in- degree, which makes the model learn
more robust node embeddings across various graphs.
• Through extensive experiments on four real-world net-
work datasets, we present that the proposed DGGAN
method consistently and significantly outperforms var-
ious state-of-the-art methods in the link prediction task
and also in the graph reconstruction task.
2 Related Work
2.1 Undirected Graph Embedding
Graph embedding methods can be classified into three cat-
egories: matrix factorization-based models, random walk-
based models and deep learning-based models. The ma-
trix factorization-based models, such as GraRep [Cao et al.,
2015] and M-NMF [Wang et al., 2017] first preprocess ad-
jacency matrix which preserves the graph structure, and then
decompose the prepocessed matrix to obtain graph embed-
dings. It has been shown that many recent emergence random
walk-based models such as DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014],
LINE [Tang et al., 2015b], PTE [Tang et al., 2015a] and
node2vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016] can be unified into the
matrix factorization framework with closed forms [Qiu et al.,
2018]. The deep learning-based models like SDNE [Wang et
al., 2016] and DNGR [Cao et al., 2016] learn graph embed-
dings by deep autoencoder model.
Adversarial Graph Embedding Recently, Generative Ad-
versarial Network (GAN) [Goodfellow et al., 2014] has re-
ceived increasing attention due to its impressing performance
on the unsupervised task. GAN can be viewed as a minimax
game between generator G and discriminator D. Formally,
the objective function is defined as follows:
min
θG
max
θD
Ex∼pdata(x)
[
logD(x; θD)
]
+Ez∼pz(z)
[
log(1−D(G(z; θG); θD))] , (1)
where θG and θD denote the parameters of G and D, respec-
tively. G tries to generate close-to-real fake samples with the
noise z from a predefined distribution pz(z). While D aims
to distinguish the real ones from the distribution pdata(x)
and the fake samples. Several methods have been proposed
to apply GAN for graph embedding to improve models ro-
bustness and generalization. GraphGAN [Wang et al., 2018]
generates the sampling distribution to sample negative nodes.
ANE [Dai et al., 2018] imposes a prior distribution on graph
embeddings through adversarial learning. NetRA [Yu et
al., 2018] and ARGA [Pan et al., 2019] adopt adversari-
ally regularized autoencoders to learn smoothly embeddings.
DWNS [Dai et al., 2019] applies adversarial training by
defining adversarial perturbations in embeddings space.
2.2 Directed Graph Embedding
The methods mentioned above mainly focus on undirected
graphs and thus cannot capture the directions of edges. There
are some works for directed graph embedding, which com-
monly learn source embedding and target embedding for each
node. HOPE [Ou et al., 2016] derives the node-similarity
matrix by approximating high-order proximity measures like
Katz measure [Katz, 1953] and Rooted PageRank [Song et
al., 2009], and then decomposes the node-similarity matrix
to obtain node embeddings. APP [Zhou et al., 2017] is a
directed random walk-based method to implicitly preserve
Rooted PageRank proximity. NERD [Khosla et al., 2018]
uses an alternating random walk strategy to sample node
neighborhoods from a directed graph. ATP [Sun et al., 2019]
incorporates graph hierarchy and reachability to construct the
asymmetric matrix. However, these methods are all shallow
methods, failing to capture the highly non-linear property in
graphs and learn robust node embeddings.
3 DGGAN model
In this section, we will first introduce the notations to be used.
Then we will present an overview of DGGAN, followed by
detailed descriptions of our generator and discriminator.
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Figure 2: The architecture of DGGAN. The node pair (u, v) denotes real node pair. For node u, the two generators share a underlying
distribution and jointly generate a fake source neighbor us and a fake target neighbor ut. Likewise, the fake source and target neighbors
can be generated for node v. Those fake node pairs aim to fool the discriminator with highest probability, while discriminator is trained to
distinguish between the real node pair and fake node pair.
3.1 Notations
We define a directed graph as G = {V, E}, where V is the
node set, and E is the directed edge set. For nodes u, v ∈ V ,
(u, v) ∈ E represents a directed edge from u to v. To preserve
the asymmetric proximity, each node u needs to have two
different roles, the source and target roles, represented by d
dimensional vector su ∈ Rd×1 and tu ∈ Rd×1, respectively.
3.2 Overall Framework of DGGAN
The objective of DGGAN is to jointly learn the source and
target vectors for each node on a directed graph. Figure
2 demonstrates the proposed framework of DGGAN, which
mainly consists of two components: generator and discrim-
inator. Given a node (e.g., u), two generators are deployed
to jointly generate its fake source neighborhood and target
neighborhood from the same underlying continuous distri-
bution. And one discriminator is set to distinguish whether
the source neighborhood and the target neighborhood of the
given node are real or fake. With the minimax game between
generators and discriminator, DGGAN is able to learn more
robust source embeddings and target embeddings for nodes
with low indegree or outdegree, even the nodes with zero in-
degree or outdegree (e.g., u and v). Next, we introduce the
details of generator and discriminator.
3.3 Generator and Discriminator in DGGAN
Directed, Generalized and Robust Generator
The goal of our generator G is threefold: (1) It should gener-
ate close-to-real fake samples concerning specific direction.
Thus, given a node u ∈ V , the generator G aims to generate a
fake source neighborhood us and a fake target neighborhood
ut where us and ut should be as close as possible to the real
nodes. (2) It should be generalized to non-existent nodes. In
other words, the fake nodes us and ut can be latent and not
restricted to the original graph. (3) It should be able to gener-
ate efficient fake source and target neighborhoods for nodes
with low or zero out- or in- degree.
To address the first aim, we design the generator G con-
sisting of two types of generators: one source neighborhood
generator Gs and one target neighborhood generator Gt. For
the second and third aims, we propose to introduce a latent
variable z ∼ pz(z) shared between Gs and Gt to generate
samples. Rather than directly generating samples from pz(z),
we integrate the multi-layer perception (MLP) into the gen-
erator for enhancing the expression of the fake samples, as
deep neural networks have shown strong ability in capturing
the highly non-linear property in a network [Gao et al., 2019;
Hu et al., 2019]. Therefore, our generator G is formulated as
follows:
Gs(u; θG
s
) = fs(z; θf
s
), Gt(u; θG
t
) = f t(z; θf
t
),
G(u; θG) = {Gs(u;θGs), Gt(u; θGt)}, (2)
where fs and f t are implemented by MLP. θf
s
and θf
t
de-
note the parameters of fs and f t, respectively. z serves as a
bridge betweenGs andGt. With the help of z, Gs andGt are
not independent, and update each other indirectly to generate
better fake source neighbor and target neighbor. Particularly,
we derive z from the following Gaussian distribution:
pz(z) = N (zTu , σ2I), (3)
where zu ∈ Rd×1 is a learnable variable and stands for the
latent representation of u ∈ V . The parameters of Gs and Gt
are thus θG
s
= {zTu : u ∈ V, θf
s} and θGt = {zTu : u ∈
V, θft}, respectively. Since θGs and θGt share parameter zTu ,
the parameters of the generator G can be obtained as follows:
θG = {θGs , θGt} = {zTu : u ∈ V, θf
s
, θf
t}. (4)
The generatorG aims to fool the discriminatorD by gener-
ating close-to-real fake samples. To this end, the loss function
of the generator is defined as follows:
LG = Eu∈V log (1−D(us, u)) + log
(
1−D(u, ut)) , (5)
where us and ut denote the fake source neighborhood and
fake target neighborhood of u, respectively. D outputs the
probability that the input node pair is real, and will be in-
troduced in the next subsection. The source vector of us
and target vector of ut can be obtained by Gs and Gt, i.e.,
sus ∼ Gs(u; θGs), tut ∼ Gt(u; θGt). The parameters θG of
the generator can be optimized by minimizing LG.
Directed Discriminator
The discriminator D tries to distinguish the positive samples
from the input graph G and the negative samples produced by
the generatorG. Thus, D could enforceG to more accurately
fit the real graph distribution pG . Note that for a given node
pair (u, v),D essentially outputs a probability that the sample
v is connected to u in the outgoing direction. For this purpose,
we define the D as the sigmoid function of the inner product
of the input node pair (u, v):
D(u, v; θD) =
1
1 + exp(−suT · tv) , (6)
where θD = {su, tu : u ∈ V} is the parameter for D, i.e., the
union of source role embeddings and target role embeddings
of all real node on the observed G. Specifically, the input node
pair can be divided into the following two cases.
Positive Sample There indeed exists a directed edge from u
to v on the G, i.e., (u, v) ∈ E , such as (u, v) shown in Figure
2. Such node pair (u, v) is considered positive and can be
modeled by the following loss:
LDpos = E(u,v)∼pG − logD(u, v). (7)
Negative Sample For a given node u ∈ V , us and ut
denote its fake source neighborhood and fake target neigh-
borhood generated by Gs and Gt, respectively, i.e., sus ∼
Gs(u; θG
s
), tut ∼ Gt(u; θGt), such as (us, u) and (u, ut)
shown in Figure 2. Such node pairs (us, u) and (u, ut) are
considered negative and can be modeled by the following
loss:
LDneg = Eu∈V − log (1−D(us, u))− log
(
1−D(u, ut)) (8)
Note that the fake node embedding sus and tut are not in-
cluded in θD and the discriminator D simply treats them as
non-learnable input.
We integrate above two parts to train the discriminator:
LD = LDpos + LDneg. (9)
The parameters θD of the discriminator can be optimized by
minimizing LD.
3.4 Training of DGGAN
In each training epoch, we alternate the training between the
discriminatorD and generatorGwith mini-batch gradient de-
scent. Specifically, we first fix θG and the two generators
Algorithm 1 DGGAN framework
Require: directed graph G, number of maximum training
epochs nepoch, numbers of generator and discriminator train-
ing iterations per epoch nG, nD, number of samples ns
Ensure: θG, θD
1: Initialize θG and θD for G and D, respectively
2: for epoch = 0; epoch < nepoch do
3: for n = 0;n < nD do
4: Generate ns fake source neighborhoods us, vs and
fake target neighborhoods ut, vt for each node pair
(u, v) ∈ E
5: Update θD according to Eq.(9)
6: end for
7: for n = 0;n < nG do
8: Generate ns fake source neighborhoods us and fake
target neighborhoods ut for each node u ∈ V
9: Update θG according to Eq.(5)
10: end for
11: end for
jointly generate fake neighborhoods for each node pair on
the graph to optimize θD. Then we fix θD and optimize θG
to generate close-to-real fake neighborhoods for each node
under the guidance of the discriminator D. The discrimina-
tor and generator play against each other until DGGAN con-
verges. The overall training algorithm for DGGAN is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.
4 Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on several
datasets to investigate the performance of DGGAN.
4.1 Dataset Description
We use four different types of directed graphs, including ci-
tation network, social network, trust network and hyperlink
network to evaluate the performance of the model. The de-
tails of the data are described as follows: Cora1 is a citation
network of academic papers. It contains 23,166 nodes repre-
senting academic papers and 91,500 directed edges which in-
dicate the citation relationships between papers. Twitter2 is a
social network. It contains 465,017 nodes representing users
and 834,797 directed edges which are following relationships
between users. Epinions3 is a trust network from the online
social network Epinions. It contains 75,879 nodes represent-
ing users and 508,837 directed edges which represent trust
between users. Google4 is a hyperlink network from pages
within Google’s sites. It contains 15,763 nodes representing
pages and 171,206 directed edges which represent hyperlink
between pages.
4.2 Experiment Settings
To verify the performance of DGGAN, we compare it with
several state-of-the-art methods.
1http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/subelj cora
2http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/munmun twitter social
3http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/soc-Epinions1
4http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/cfinder-google
Table 1: Area Under Curve (AUC) scores of link prediction on directed graphs with different fractions of positive edges except bi-directional
edges been reversed to create negative edges in the test set.
Method Cora Twitter Epinions Google0% 50% 100% 0% 50% 100% 0% 50% 100% 0% 50% 100%
DeepWalk 0.853 0.681 0.529 0.504 0.503 0.503 0.766 0.679 0.666 0.851 0.727 0.668
LINE-1 0.849 0.680 0.525 0.531 0.515 0.500 0.788 0.698 0.685 0.897 0.727 0.651
node2vec 0.808 0.655 0.521 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.897 0.746 0.726 0.854 0.712 0.643
GraphGAN 0.516 0.513 0.512 - - - - - - 0.713 0.611 0.562
ANE 0.728 0.614 0.515 0.497 0.498 0.500 0.855 0.692 0.669 0.761 0.637 0.578
LINE-2 0.693 0.721 0.743 0.956 0.957 0.958 0.581 0.671 0.684 0.774 0.852 0.890
HOPE 0.776 0.742 0.715 0.980 0.979 0.978 0.796 0.717 0.705 0.879 0.857 0.846
APP 0.766 0.764 0.762 0.967 0.967 0.968 0.705 0.713 0.714 0.911 0.864 0.810
DGGAN* 0.830 0.833 0.835 0.994 0.993 0.992 0.927 0.800 0.782 0.921 0.892 0.877
DGGAN 0.851 0.867 0.883 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.961 0.864 0.851 0.923 0.934 0.944
• Traditional undirected graph embedding methods:
DeepWalk [Perozzi et al., 2014] uses local information ob-
tained from truncated random walks to learn node embed-
dings. LINE [Tang et al., 2015b] learns large-scale informa-
tion network embedding using first-order and second-order
proximities. node2vec [Grover and Leskovec, 2016] is a vari-
ant of DeepWalk and utilizes a biased random walk algorithm
to more efficiently explore the neighborhood architecture.
• GAN-based undirected graph embedding methods:
GraphGAN [Wang et al., 2018] generates the sampling dis-
tribution to sample negative nodes from the graph. ANE [Dai
et al., 2018] proposes to train a discriminator to push the em-
bedding distribution to match the fixed prior.
• Directed graph embedding methods: HOPE [Ou et
al., 2016] preserves the asymmetric role information of
the nodes by approximating high-order proximity measures.
APP [Zhou et al., 2017] proposes a random walk based
method to encode Rooted PageRank proximity.
• DGGAN* is a simplified version of our proposed DG-
GAN which uses only one generator Gt to generate target
neighborhoods of each node. We omit another simplified ver-
sion which uses only one generatorGs as we do not observe a
significant performance difference compared with DGGAN*.
For DeepWalk, node2vec and APP, the number of walks,
the walk length and the window size are set to 10, 80 and
10, respectively, for fair comparision. For LINE, we utilize
both the first-order the second-order proximities, and for the
second-order proximities, node embeddings are considered as
source embeddings, and context embeddings are used as tar-
get embeddings. In addition, the number of negative samples
is empirically set to 5. For GraphGAN, ANE and HOPE, we
follow the parameters settings in the original papers. Note
that we do not report the results of GraphGAN on Twitter
and Epinions datasets, since it cannot run on these two large
datasets. For DGGAN* and DGGAN, we choose parameters
by cross validation and we fix the numbers of generator and
discriminator training iterations per epoch nG = 5, nD = 15
across all datasets and tasks. The dimension of node embed-
dings is set to 128 for all methods.
4.3 Link Prediction
In link prediction task, we predict missing edges given a net-
work with a fraction of removed edges. A fraction of edges
is removed randomly to serve as test split while the remain-
ing network can be utilized for training. When removing
edges randomly, we make sure that no node is isolated to
avoid meaningless embedding vectors. Specifically, we re-
move 50% of edges for Cora, Epinions and Google datasets,
and 40% of edges for Twitter dataset. Note that the test split
is balanced with negative edges sampled from random node
pairs that have no edges between them. Since we are inter-
ested in both the existence of the edge between two nodes and
the direction of the edge, we reverse a fraction of node pairs in
the positive samples to replace the original negative samples
if the edges are not bi-directional. A value in (0; 1] deter-
mines what fraction of positive edges from the test split are
inverted at most to create negative examples. And a value of
0 corresponds to the classical undirected graph setting where
all the negative edges are sampled from random node pairs.
We summarize the Area Under Curve (AUC) scores for all
methods in Table 1. Note that some methods like DeepWalk
which mainly focus on undirected graphs, also achieve good
performance on Cora dataset with random negative edges in
test set. But their performance decreases rapidly with the in-
crease of reversed positive edges as they cannot model the
asymmetric proximity, and their AUC scores are near 0.5 as
expected. HOPE shows good performance on Twitter dataset
but does not perform well on other datasets like Cora and
Epinions. It suggests that HOPE is difficult to be generalized
to different types of graphs as mentioned above. Note that
on Epinions dataset, up to 31.5% nodes have no incoming
edges and 20.5% nodes have no outgoing edges. The directed
graph embedding methods like APP show poor performance
on Epinions dataset. The reason is that these methods treat the
source role and target role of one node separately, which ren-
ders them not robust. We can see that DGGAN* shows much
better performance than HOPE and APP across datasets. This
is because the negative samples of DGGAN* are generated
directly from a continuous distribution and thus DGGAN*
is not sensitive to different graph structures. Moreover, DG-
GAN outperforms DGGAN* as DGGAN utilizes two gener-
ators which mutually update each other to learn more robust
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Figure 3: Precision@k of graph reconstruction on two datasets.
source and target vectors. Compared with baselines, the per-
formance of DGGAN does not change much with different
fractions of reversed positive test edges. Overall, DGGAN
shows more robustness across datasets and outperforms all
methods on link prediction.
4.4 Graph Reconstruction
As the effective representations of a graph, node embeddings
maintain the edge information and are expected to well re-
construct the original graph. We reconstruct the graph edges
based on the reconstructed proximity between nodes. Since
each adjacent node should be close in the embedding space,
we use inner product between node vectors to reconstruct the
proximity matrix. For a given k, we obtain the k-nearest
target neighborhoods ranked by reconstructed proximity for
each method. We perform the graph reconstruction task on
Google and Epinions datasets. In order to create the test set
we randomly sample 10% of the nodes on each graph.
We plot the average precision corresponding to different
values of k in Figure 3. The results show that for both
datasets, DGGAN outperforms baselines including HOPE
and APP, especially when k is small. For Google dataset,
DGGAN shows an improvement of around 33% for k = 1
over the second best performing method, HOPE. This shows
the benefit of jointly learning the source and target vectors
for each node. Some of the methods that focus on undi-
rected graphs like node2vec exhibited good performance in
link prediction. However, these methods show poor perfor-
mance in graph reconstruction. This is because this task is
harder than link prediction as the model needs to distinguish
between small number of positive edges with a huge num-
ber of negative edges. Besides, we note that all the precision
curves converge to points with small values when k becomes
large since most of the real target neighborhoods have been
correctly predicted by these methods.
4.5 Model Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the performance of different
models under different levels of sparsity of networks and
the converging performance of DGGAN. We choose Google
dataset as it is much denser than the others. We first investi-
gate how the sparsity of the networks affects the three directed
graph embedding methods HOPE, APP and DGGAN. The
setting of training procedure in this experiment is the same as
link prediction and 50% positive edges of test set are reversed
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Figure 4: Performance change on Google link prediction task.
to form negative edges. We randomly select different ratios
of edges from the original network to construct networks with
different levels of sparsity.
Figure 4(a) shows the results w.r.t. the training ratio of
edges on Google dataset. One can see that DGGAN consis-
tently and significantly outperforms HOPE and APP across
different training ratios. Moreover, DGGAN still achieves
much better performance when the network is very sparse.
While HOPE and APP extremely suffer from nodes with very
low outdegree or indegree as mentioned before. It demon-
strates that the novel adversarial learning framework DG-
GAN, which is designed to jointly learn a node’s source and
target vectors, can significantly improve the robustness.
Next, we investigate performance change w.r.t. the train-
ing iterations of the discriminator D. Recall that we set
the parameter of discriminator training iterations per epoch
nD = 15. Figure 4(b) shows the converging performance
of DGGAN on Google dataset with different percentage of
reversed positive edges of test set (results on other datasets
show similar trends and are not included here). With the in-
crease of iterations of D, the performance of Reversed=0.0
(i.e. random negative edges in test set) keeps stable first,
and then slightly increases. Besides, the training curve trend
of Reversed=1.0 (i.e. all positive edges except bi-directional
edges are reversed to create negative edges in test set) changes
every 15 iterations (i.e. one epoch). Note that the training
curve trend of Reversed=1.0 rises gently during second epoch
(i.e. iteration [16, 30]) for the generator G still been poorly
trained at the moment. The trend rises steep in the following
epoch forG being able to generate close-to-real fake samples.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed DGGAN, a novel directed graph
embedding framework based on GAN. Specifically, we de-
signed two generators which generate fake source neigh-
borhood and target neighborhood for each node directly
from same continuous distribution. With the jointly learn-
ing framework, the two generators can be mutually enhanced,
which renders the proposed DGGAN generalized for var-
ious graphs and more robust to learn node embeddings.
The experimental results on four real-world directed graph
datasets demonstrated that DGGAN consistently and signifi-
cantly outperforms various state-of-the-arts on link prediction
and graph reconstruction tasks.
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